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We’re happy to feature again this year new translations from the Hausa language: four poems 

by Ibrahim Malumfashi translated by Sada Malumfashi. Accompanying the poems, several 

evocative portraits and photos depicting the Nigerian way of life give the reader a more 

immersive experience. 

 

Hausa is a Chadic language with about 39 million speakers. It is spoken mainly in northern 

Nigeria and Niger, and also in Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, 

Congo, Eritrea, Gabon, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Sudan, and Togo.  

 

We’d love to hear what you think! National Translation Month is a community of 6,000+ 

fans across all social media, and growing. Find us on Twitter @TranslateMonth, tag us using 

#TranslationMonth, join our mailing list, submit a translation month event, or like 

our Facebook page. And celebrate your favorite writers in translation from all over the world in 

September and beyond. 

 

—Claudia Serea and Loren Kleinman 

http://twitter.com/translatemonth
https://www.facebook.com/nationaltranslationmonth


 

Translator's Note:  

I grew up all my life drowning in my father's library full with books written in Hausa. At age 

five, I learned to read in the spice that is Hausa, and it is something that has lived in me since. 

Ironically, to most people even in Hausaland, to read in Hausa is to be foreign—so I set out here, 

translating from piles of my father's works to reveal the art in between tongues and open the 

border of Hausa literature. 

— Sada Malumfashi, translator 

 

 

 

 

Yesterday, Today 

 

Sand storm riposte to matted rain capes 

Life dwelling in droplets of inherited rain 

Old dyes choking devils with stench  

Kisses with lips as nests of weaverbird 

 

Eyes blues of skies above 

Rainbow on crutches fatigued 

As wedlock fails to birth dewdrops 

Drizzles cannot satiate a river, yawning 

 

Famine is a conquering quake 

Licked, gargled, conquerors  

Men with powders of suspense 

Faces contours of cosmetics 

 

To and fro sun assigns toils  

A twerking clock, jack of all trades 

Hours twenty-four are water in baskets 

Clock is a twelve hour poverty  

 

Men and women humming uniform chorus  

Become a refrain to lifespans of lightening  

Life stuffed, heart of webs, stumble on luck 

Yesterday today, tomorrow is a cowry, today a 

blind seer 

 

When do lungs inhale to daub eyes in cloud?  

When do beats refuse dance of a pendulum? 

When do hands of ember thieves cease to 

burn? 

To stop pilfering of falling manna and quails!
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My Lady of a Thousand 

 

A cotton field swollen in flowering bolls, 

Just leave the matter of budding fruits. 

 

If it is an umbrella you seek, no forfeits, 

The sky is bits of umbrellas, so seek down below. 

 

Radiant moon, blazing thousand millipedes, 

I muse the moon borrowed this just to shine. 

 

For small matter, of radiance of a moon, 

Her sparkles are pedaling cycles, moon-to-moon. 

 

Sometimes shivering cold, needs to be diseased, 

You are a mountain quivering cold all around. 

 

So I found a peacock at the mouth of a bridge, 

My lips are hisses, ordering ‘leave my bridge’. 

 

Your grandeur is an empty aisle, boring to eyes  

For her you are a thousand peacocks in a queue.  



 

Chameleon changes, but beauty is the same, 

She is a scarlet bishop bird, companions of rainbows. 

 

Every smile drops, as grinning earthlings, 

Like laughs of thousand tingles in eardrums. 

 

Waists swaying like cats as runway models, 

No, she is a thousand runway models. 

 

You will not begin to compare a thousand stallions, 

To a horse wobbling on pieces of broken dignity.  

 

My Lady of a Thousand, Daughter of Thousands, 

Will there be a thing of her shape in the world?  
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Owner of a Thousand! 

 

A heart not soiled by blood 

Is glittering, mine to be sought 

 

You are the pounding sound of mortar  

Poooom, poooom, a grounded morsel  

 

You are breath stuck in a nostril 

Lungs have told this tale for long 

 

Your voice echoes with the dead 

Brains tremble to sounds of the beats  

 

Come, come, lets catch the steps 

If I remember, so let’s catch the steps 

 

Real man, not a slacker bird 

Seek singing canary in a cage  

 

Aha, scattered pods of a silk tree! 

Plunge past ponds and ponds, it’s on me 

 

You milk my breasts, then I flee 

Baby on edge of thrones, to inherit 

 

Fingers point to this kiosk dancing in the night 

Dan’anace sang it so, I sing the echoes in twos 

 

Whispering to drying pelts of rain 

In sieves draining down the gorge 

 

Fine boy no pimples, cap and trousers to match 

Smelting shades of tin ore from the bridge  

 

Owner of a Thousand, last of the prophets 

In spring of love, spread the tale! 
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Trouble! 

Remember, man is another animal 

Who thinks to knead life between fingers 

And snap away dancing to sniffs of a breath. 

Just foams of meat and fluids  

Anus stinks to deposits of shit and wind  

You dare intrude waxing soiled fingers. 

I find my tummy belching airs of wonders 

A foetus escaped from intertwined sacs 

Now a wagon and a roving cattle. 

A child biting tongues to sounds of AlifBaTaSa 

Suddenly a Prophet dabbing waters  

He knows naught of rituals of purity.  

You see a man cooing a learned Sheikh  

But under turban are rabbits of evils 

Tell him to point Alif a moron is born. 

He is a gazelle licking, hopping to and fro 

Trouble is this bone stretched on his backside  

Falsehood is the confluence of his readings. 

Once you espy heaps of his eyeballs 

Or that mouth with no monthly cycle 

A field of war drunkards in battle. 

This man that is not really a man 

How can he be here at a club house 

Alone galloping the field, legs twisting. 

Dear child cuddle with these rules 

Today or ’morrow or day after ’morrow 

You are just absent, we continue shelling. 

Not me, you, them, not those over there 

Not those flattened crawling on rails of time 

Life is a theatre inside a glass bottle. 

You spy a man a glittering shell 

He eats he drinks, lives to beg for more 

Your mouth is the mute in this prompt. 

Manners are packed sacks of leftovers  

How do you stroke pen of the almighty  

And dare say it doesn’t pass your scrutiny. 



You and the preserved tablet in a staring contest  

Have you found of nostalgia and conjecture? 

Plans of the omniscient creative is no picnic. 
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